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This block statue of the overseer of the scribe of the royal
documents xpr kA Ra was discovered in Saqqara. by the French
expedition beside the pyramid of king Dd kA Ra issi in 1969. It dates back
to the Middle Kingdom, probably from reign of king Senusert I.
The statue is made out of white limestone. The head is completely
missing and the front top left corner is damaged while at the base, we can
see the feet coming out of the rope with well -sculpted fingers and nails.
The block statue1 is a type of memorial statue that first emerged in
the Middle Kingdom, 2 the block statue grew in popularity in the New
Kingdom and the Third Intermediate Period, and by the Late Period, this
type of statue was the most common. These statues were used in temples
typically as funerary monuments of non-royal yet important individuals.3
Block statues consist of a man squatting with his knees drawn up to
his chest and his arms folded on top his knees. Often, these men are
wearing a "wide cloak" that reduces the body of the figure to a simple
block-like shape. Most of the detail is reserved for the head of the
individual being depicted. In some instances the modeling of the limbs
has been retained by the sculptor.4 There are two basic types of block
statues: ones with the feet completely covered by the cloak and ones with
the feet uncovered5.
Very few examples depicting women appear in the Middle and New
Kingdoms, they are more commonly part of statue groups6 showing men
and women together in the characteristic squatting posture. Only two
examples show a female singly: the first depicted a woman with the wig
of Hathor. The second known from a drawing made by R. Pococke
during his travels to Egypt in 1737, he said that this statue for the godesse
Isis7 .
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The reasons to produce such kind of statues could be simplified in the
following points:
- This simple shape of the statue which looks like a cube allows the
artists to use the surface of the statue for the writing as much as they
can.
- This block shape of the statue makes the opportunity of the damaging
less than the other types of statues.
- This kind of statues was made to be placed in the temples8, so they
probably meant to show the owners in such humble and modest
attitude before the gods, so these statues carried the name Hsy.9 It is
remarkable to mention that none of the kings was portrayed in such
attitude. Clère confirm that from the New Kingdom these statues
occasionally functioned as doorkeepers or as intermediaries between
worshipper and deities10
- The form of the statue has been variously interpreted as a posture of
calmness, a typical everyday life depiction of an oriental squatting
posture, a manifestation of renewal and resurrection in the
netherworld11 .
On the front surface of the statue there is a horizontal line of
hieroglyph in addition to six vertical ones as follows:
Horizontal line:-

Imy r sS a(w) n(w) nswt xpr kA Ra anx mAa xrw nb imAxw
Overseer of the scribes of the king`s documents, xpr kA Ra living, the
justified, the possessor of reverence.
Vertical lines:-

1st line from left of the statue-

imAxw xr PtH skr imy r sS a(w) n(w) nswt xpr kA Ra nb imAxw
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The revered before Ptah-Soker, overseer of the scribes of the king`s
documents xpr kA Ra , the possessor of reverence.

2nd line-

Htp di nswt di.f pr xrw t Hnqt kAw Abdw Ss mnxt n sS a(w) n(w) nswt xpr
kA Ra mAa xrw
An offerings which the king gives, and Osiris, he gives offerings,
bread, beer, bulls, fowl, alabaster, cloth for the scribe of the royal
documents xpr kA Ra, the justified.

3rd line-

Xry Hb Hry tp sS mDAt nTr xrp nswt xrp wDw nswt Xpr kA Ra nb imAxw
Chief of the lector priests, scribes of the god`s book, the royal
controller, the overseer of the royal commands, xpr kA Ra, the possessor
of reverence.

4th line-

r P Nxn nb sS a(w) n(w) nswt xpr kA Ra
-------- mouth of all Buto and Nekhen, the scribe of the royal documents
xpr kA Ra, the justified.
5th line-

sS a(w) n(w) nswt xft Hr m Inb HD Hwt – kA PtH xpr kA Ra nb imAxw
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The scribe of the royal documents in the presence of (the king) in the
Memphite nome and the temple of ptah, xpr kA Ra the justified.

6th line-

smA imy r wpwt
Ra mAa xrw

mdw rxyt Imy r wpwt sS a(w) n(w) nswt xpr kA

smA priest of ------, overseer of missions of ------, the herdsman of rxyt,
the overseer of household, the scribe of the royal documents xpr kA Ra the
justified.

Between the feet-

Htpw DfAw
Offerings and provisions

Comments
From the titles of xpr kA Ra we can remark that most of the Middle
Kingdom examples represented lower and middle ranking priests and
officials. This changed in the New Kingdom and the Third Intermediate
Period, when more high-ranking officials embraced the type, including
viziers and high priests12

The name xpr kA Ra is one of the familiar names in ancient Egypt.
There are six recorded cases for persons carried this name from the
Middle Kingdom in addition to another case from the New Kingdom.13
The name of the statue`s owner, for being a royal name, is written inside
a cartouche followed by the sign anx (could be read anx.ti) which might
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refer that king Senusert I xpr kA Ra was still living when the statue was
ordered to be made. This sign is not part of the statue owner name
because it never occurs following his name in the rest of the inscriptions
written on the statue.

This title means possessor of reverence 14 or possessor of
veneration 15 It has been translated by Brugsch as "Herr der
Wurdigkeit".16

This title means "revered with Ptah-Soker 17 or "the honored one
before Ptah- Soker"18 Some examples of the holders of this title from the
Old Kingdom are, wHA from Giza19, and both of Mry Ra nfr20 and Isi
from Edfou21

This is the main title of the owner of this block statue who was a
high dignitary scribe in the royal court of king Senusert I of the Middle
Kingdom. The title has been translated as "Overseer of the scribes of the
king`s documents"22 Overseer of the scribes of the royal decrees23 "Chef
des scribes des actes royaux" 24 or "Vorseher der Königlichen
briefschreiber''25 According to Strudwick26 this title only attested from the
reign of king Neferirkare of the 5th dynasty and it seems that its holder
may have had overall responsibility for four main administrative
departments .This title in the 5thdynasty sometimes read imy r sS a nswt.
In Murray index27, the holders of this title during the Old Kingdom were
22 people. Some examples of these people are: xa mrrw PtH28 PtH Htp29 ,
m3 nfr30 wAS PtH31 from Sakkara, PtH Htp32 and snDm ib33 from Giza and
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Daw from Koptos34 It is remarkable to mention that this title is repeated
four times (lines 2, 4, 5 and 6) but without the title imy r.

The type of Htp di nsw formula written in the 2nd line is a typical
Middle Kingdom but we have to notice that god Osiris is mentioned here
without any of his regular titles that occur following his name in such
formula.

This title has been translated "Chief lector priest'' 35 "Chief
lector" 36 "Lector priest in charge" 37 or ''Grand chef des officiâtes
(royaux)"38 Murray39 gives the names of 22 holders of this title in the Old
Kingdom.

There is damage in the lower part of this title in the middle of the 3rd
line but judging from the titles of ancient scribes who worked in this
office it is most likely that the missing sign is the sign for mDAt. The title
means "Scribe of the god`s book"40 or "The scribe of the roll of the god
"41 Murray42 counts 18 holders of this title during the old kingdom, some
of them are, WAS PtH43, PtH Htp from Sakkara44, Axt Htp from Giza45 and
AbA from Deir El-gabrawi.46

According to Ward 47 this title reads xrp nsw and means "royal
controller".
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If the first sign of this title is the sxm scepter? It could be read xrp
wDw nswt "Director of the royal commands" but actually there is no such
title in the index of both Ward and Jones. This sign could be a corruption
for the sign mdw ,if so the title could be read wDi mdw nswt "Giver of the
royal commands" which occurs in Jones index48 and in Murray index49

This top part of the 4th line is damaged but judging from biographies
of the royal scribes, the title in this part might had something to do with "
The seal" and " The two houses of documents"

This title is a combination of two titles, the first of them is r p nb and
the second one is r nxn. There are three different reading for the first title.
It could be read r3 P nb means "mouth of everyone from Buto"50 or " iri
P nb –governor of Pe51 spokesman of everyone from Buto.52 This title
could also means, "Keeper of the whole Pe" 53 and "mouth of every
dweller in Pe"54 The holders of this title in Murray index are 14 people55.
The second title in this combination is r3 Nxn which means according to
Jones56"mouth of nxn" or "iry nxn"-keeper of nxn" according to Ward57

Jones translates this title "scribe of the royal records in the presence
of or personal scribe of the royal records58. Strudwick points out to the
element xft Hr as a reference to the presence of the king59. The same title
is translated by Ward60 "scribe of the royal tablet of the court". In the Old
Kingdom, this title was hold by some people such as, xa mrrw PtH from
Sakkara,61 nn xft kAi from Deshasheh62 and tw3w from Naga-el-Deir.63
We can also add that the sign nswt was pronounced for two times = sS
a(w) n(w) nswt xft Hr nswt
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This part of the 5th line might be part of the previous title,
consequently it could be translated as " scribe of royal records in the
presence of (the king) in the Memphite nome (and) the temple of Ptah" or
it could be a separate title read "imy r Inb HD Hwt kA PtH "which means
"overseer of the Memphite nome and the temple of ka-ptah". The title
"overseer of the Memphite nome" occurs in Jones index but without Hwt
kA PtH64.

According to Ward sm3 is a kind of priest, probably sm3 priest of
Nekhen and Buto65

This title has been translated as "herdsman of rxyt"66 or "staff of the
commoners"67 or "speaker of the people"68 and it was hold by 34 people
in the Old Kingdom according to Murray69 such as K3i m nfrt70 M3 nfr
from Sakkara71 and anx wsr kA.f from Abu-Sir.72

According to Ward this title means "overseer of household" with a
question mark after household.73
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Basic shapes of block statues types

Verities of block statue type
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